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Android apps for location based reminders

iOS apps for location based reminders
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Which mobile do Danish farmers buy?
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Survey – most requested functionalities

Marking of the location of drainage pipes (70 %)

Marking of the location of weed patches (60 %)

Retrieval of field specific cropping or cultivation plan (52 %)

Early warnings about diseases and bugs in crops (45 %)

Legal restrictions on a specific field (33 %)

n =178, 2013

A step further – generic requirements for alerts and tracking

The user must be able to save locations on their mobile so that so that 

such locations later on can be used as trigger points for notifications.

It must be possible for the user to receive notifications on his phone on 

the basis of location.

Notifications are provided within a very short time, when the user 

approaches the location which can trigger a notification.

The solution should be applied as widely as possible - i.e. for all possible 

types of notifications - also those who potentially may come in the 

future. 

The application must dynamically adjust its querying for notifications 

and alerts.
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The platform should allow for the user to change the status of a task to 

"Done".

Notification must be given not only on the basis of point position, but 

also on the basis of whether the user is within a certain area.

Battery life must to some extend be taken into consideration. 

The platform should be usable across different wearable platforms.

Off-line scenarios are an issue which has to be handled.

The end user must have a clear perception of what is monitored and 

why. 

The application should be simple to use. 

The user shall be able to actively request context relevant information

A step further – generic requirements for alerts and tracking

Native app
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Use cases

Wild oats alert

Marking a stone

Creating a drainage map

Marginal Zone 

restrictions

Weed spraying decision 

support

Field specific legislation

Rules for using sewage 

sludge

Agri-environmental area

Locate drain pipes

Cross compliance issues

Find the right field

Follow-up on fertilizing plan

Preventing theft

Location-based instructions

Spoken farm specific location 

based instructions
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FarmTracking
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Thanks for your attention


